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HOW DO BUILDINGS MEAN? SOME ISSUES OF INTERPRETATION
IN THE HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE1

WILLIAM WHYTE

Architectural history as we know it has been written tacitly adhering to the
crudest version of the paradigm of communication: all the attention has been

focussed on the design of the new forms, none on their interpretation. It is
time to realize, that even within the limits of the paradigm of communication,

there should be a history of meaning, not only a history of forms.2

—Juan Pablo Bonta

You think philosophy is difficult enough, but I can tell you 
it is nothing to the difficulty of being a good architect.3

—Ludwig Wittgenstein

ABSTRACT

Despite growing interest from historians in the built environment, the use of architecture
as evidence remains remarkably under-theorized. Where this issue has been discussed, the
interpretation of buildings has often been likened to the process of reading, in which archi-
tecture can be understood by analogy to language: either as a code capable of use in com-
municating the architect’s intentions or more literally as a spoken or written language in
its own right. After a historiographical survey, this essay, by contrast, proposes that the
appropriate metaphor is one of translation. More particularly, it draws on the work of
Mikhail Bakhtin to suggest that architecture—and the interpretation of architecture—
comprises a series of transpositions. As a building is planned, built, inhabited, and inter-
preted, so its meaning changes. The underlying logic of each medium shapes the way in
which its message is created and understood. This suggests that the proper role of the his-
torian is to trace these transpositions. Buildings, then, can be used as a historical source,
but only if the historian takes account of the particular problems that they present. In
short, architecture should not be studied for its meaning, but for its meanings. As histori-
ans we are always translating architecture: not reading its message, but exploring its mul-
tiple transpositions.

1. I must thank Elizabeth Emerson, Jane Garnett, Matt Kelly, Zoë Waxman, and Bill Whyte, who
very kindly read earlier versions of this essay. I am particularly grateful to Philip Bullock for his
invaluable advice on Bakhtin. 

2. Juan Pablo Bonta, Architecture and Its Interpretation: A Study of Expressive Systems in
Architecture (London: Lund Humphries, 1979), 232.

3. Quoted in Andrew Ballantyne, “The Pillar and the Fire,” in What is Architecture?, ed. Andrew
Ballantyne (London and New York: Routledge, 2002), 7.
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I

Architecture is widely perceived to possess meaning: to be more than mere struc-
ture. As Umberto Eco has noted, “we commonly do experience architecture as
communication, even while recognizing its functionality.”4 Yet how that mean-
ing is inscribed, how that communication works, and how it can be interpreted
by historians remains unclear. For some writers, architecture—like all the arts—
is an emanation of the Zeitgeist. For others, it should be understood as an expres-
sion of the underlying social order, or as an aspect of deep culture. Still others
would interpret it as a self-contained sign system, with its own grammar, syntax,
and ways of meaning. What unites these authors, however, is the idea that archi-
tecture can be understood by analogy to language: either as a “‘code’ capable of
use to communicate the architect’s ‘intentions’ to the users of their buildings,” or
more literally as an equivalent to spoken or written language in its own right.5 As
a consequence, they imply, architecture is a text that can be read. By contrast, this
essay will seek to show that these suppositions are unhelpful to the historian.
Architecture is not, in reality, simply a language, and buildings cannot, in actu-
ality, simply be read. Rather, the process of designing, building, and interpreting
architecture should be likened, not to reading, but to a series of translations. This
analogy arguably offers a more helpful approach to architectural history, which
is more like translation than it is like reading.

More precisely, I shall suggest that architectural interpretation—and indeed
architecture itself—is analogous to a series of transpositions. This argument,
which draws on the work of Mikhail Bakhtin, rests upon three assumptions. The
first is that architecture, like all meaningful human action, is capable of being
understood; that it is, as Paul Ricoeur would have it, in some respects a text.6

Indeed, as Bakhtin has observed, “if the word ‘text’ is understood in the broad
sense—as any coherent complex of signs—then even the study of art . . . deals
with texts.”7 The problem is that buildings are a particular sort of text: one that
bears very little similarity to verbal, linguistic, or even artistic texts. As such, the
idea that they can be read—read in the same way that one reads a novel, a por-
trait, or even an archaeological site—simply does not stand up to scrutiny.
Architecture is instrumental as well as ornamental and symbolic; it serves a func-
tion; it is subject to the laws of physics; and it is also an art form. Second, archi-
tecture and architectural interpretation involve a wide of variety of media and
genres. Simply to represent this as text tout court misunderstands the multiplici-
ty of texts encountered by an architectural historian. Third, and finally, it can be
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4. Umberto Eco, “Function and Sign: The Semiotics of Architecture,” in Rethinking Architecture,
ed. Neil Leach (London: Routledge, 1997), 182.

5. Robert G. Hershberger, “A Study of Meaning and Architecture,” in Environmental Aesthetics:
Theory, Research, and Application, ed. Jack L. Nasar (Cambridge, Eng.: Cambridge University
Press, 1988), 190. 

6. Paul Ricoeur, “The Model of the Text: Meaningful Action Considered as Text,” Social Research
38:3 (1971), 529-562.

7. M. M. Bakhtin, “The Problem of the Text in Linguistics, Philology, and the Human Sciences:
An Experiment in Philosophical Analysis,” in Speech Genres and Other Essays, transl. Vern W.
McGee; ed. Caryl Emerson and Michael Holquist (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1986), 103.
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argued that as a structure evolves from conception to construction and then to
interpretation, both the intention of the creator and the meaning comprehended
by the interpreter may change. Following Bakhtin, these three assumptions pro-
voke two conclusions. First, that the historian should attempt to understand the
evolution of a building as a series of transpositions: with meaning in each trans-
position shaped by the logic of the genre or medium in which it is located.
Second, it can also be argued that these multiple transpositions—these manifold
texts—together make up the work of architecture itself. The historian’s role, I
will conclude, is to trace these transpositions, and in that way uncover the many
meanings of architecture.

II

The assumption that buildings are a means of conveying meaning is not, of
course, a new one. In 1745 Germain Boffrand contended that “An edifice, by its
composition, expresses as on a stage that the scene is pastoral or tragic, that it is
a temple or a palace, a public building destined for a specific use, or a private
house. These different edifices, through their disposition, their structure, and the
manner in which they are decorated, should announce their purpose to the spec-
tator.”8 Indeed, he went on to suggest that “the profiles of mouldings and other
parts which compose a building are to architecture what words are to speech.”9

Nor was he alone. From Vitruvius to Venturi, architects and writers on architec-
ture have maintained that buildings are more than utilitarian; they are instru-
ments by which emotions, ideas, and beliefs are articulated.10 Thus we can under-
stand the buildings of the Acropolis as evidence of the social life and religious
practice of Periclean Athens; the castles of medieval England as the embodiment
of Arthurian idealism; and even the buildings of Disneyland as part of “the archi-
tecture of reassurance.”11 Nor is this perception confined solely to writers—it is
shared by architects, too. Just as Augustus Pugin’s neo-Gothic nineteenth-centu-
ry churches were intended to articulate Christian values and inspire Catholic
revival, so Norman Foster’s rebuilt Reichstag was intended to express a com-
mitment to democracy through its architectural form.12
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8. Germain Boffrand, Livre d’Architecture, quoted in George L. Hersey, High Victorian Gothic: A
Study in Associationism (Baltimore and London: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1972), 2.

9. Boffrand, quoted in George Baird, “‘La Dimension Amoureuse’ in Architecture,” in Meaning
in Architecture, ed. Charles Jencks and George Baird (London: Barrie and Rockliff, 1969), 79. 

10. For example, Vitruvius’s gendered account of the orders in Ten Books on Architecture, ed.
Ingrid D. Rowland and Thomas Noble Howe (Cambridge, Eng.: Cambridge University Press, 1991),
book 4; Robert Venturi, Denise Scott Brown, and Steven Izenour, Learning from Las Vegas
(Cambridge, Mass. and London: MIT Press, 1977).

11. Robin Francis Rhodes, Architecture and Meaning on the Athenian Acropolis (Cambridge,
Eng.: Cambridge University Press, 1995); Richard Morris, “The Architecture of Arthurian Enthusi-
asm: Castle Symbolism in the Reigns of Edward I and His Successors,” in Armies, Chivalry, and
Warfare in Medieval Britain and France, ed. Matthew Strickland (Stamford, Eng.: Paul Watkins,
1998), 63-81; Designing Disney’s Theme Parks: The Architecture of Reassurance, ed. Karal Ann
Marling (Paris and New York: Flammarion, 1997).

12. A. W. N. Pugin, Contrasts and the True Principles of Pointed or Christian Architecture
(Reading, Eng.: Spire Books, 2003); Norman Foster, Rebuilding the Reichstag (London: Weidenfeld
and Nicholson, 2000).
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Intuitively, too, it seems wholly unproblematic to imagine that we can inter-
pret a building and understand its meaning.13 This intuition, moreover, appears to
be supported by experience.14 “Meaning in the environment,” as Charles Jencks
has suggested, “is inescapable, even for those who would deny or deplore it.”15

As children we learn to make sense of the world around us through the visual and
spatial cues of the buildings we encounter.16 In adults this process continues. The
result is a sophisticated engagement with architecture, in which the architect’s
intentions and the interpreters’ experiences shape and construct meaning. For as
Juan-Pablo Bonta put it, “efforts to construct a meaning-proof architecture have
always been de facto unsuccessful. . . . An architecture designed to be meaning-
less—or, more precisely, an architecture interpreted as intended to be meaning-
less—would mean the desire to be meaningless, and thus could not actually be
meaningless.”17

Increasingly historians have also come to accept the value of the built envi-
ronment as historical evidence. In the last twenty years, studies of medieval and
early modern court life,18 of town halls and town houses,19 of schools, hospitals,
factories, and even embassies,20 have all attempted to uncover the meaning inher-
ent in architecture.21 More and more historians have come to share Robert
Tittler’s insight that 

Something valuable has been lost in the movement of professional historians away from
the physical evidence of the past. For all its obvious virtues, our near exclusive pre-occu-
pation with written or spoken sources has overwhelmed a consciousness of the physical
record, the built environment of past societies, which was so central to the likes of
Gibbon, Burckhardt, and Henry Adams.22
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13. Although cf. Ralf Weber, “The Myth of Meaningful Form,” in Philosophy and Architecture,
ed. Michael H. Mitias (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 1994), 109-119. 

14. Henri Lefebvre, The Production of Space, transl. David Nicholson-Smith (Oxford: Blackwell,
1991), 160.

15. In Signs, Symbols, and Architecture, ed. Geoffrey Broadbent, Richard Bunt, and Charles
Jencks (Chichester, Eng.: Wiley, 1980), 7. 

16. Spaces for Children: The Built Environment and Child Development, ed. Thomas G. David
and Carol Simon Weinstein (New York and London: Plenum Press, 1987).

17. Bonta, Architecture and Its Interpretation, 22.
18. Malcolm Vale, The Princely Court: Medieval Courts and Culture in North-West Europe,

1270–1380 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001); David Howarth, Images of Rule: Art and
Politics in the English Renaissance, 1485–1649 (Basingstoke, Eng.: Macmillan, 1997); T. C. W.
Blanning, The Culture of Power and the Power of Culture: Old Regime Europe, 1660–1789 (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2002).

19. Robert Tittler, Architecture and Power: The Town Hall and the English Urban Community, c.
1500–1640 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1991); Peter Borsay, The English Urban Renaissance: Culture
and Society in the Provincial Town, 1660–1770 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1989).

20. Deborah E. B. Weiner, Architecture and Social Reform in Late-Victorian London (Manchester,
Eng. and New York: Manchester University Press, 1994); William Whyte, “Building a Public School
Community, 1860–1910,” History of Education 32 (2003), 601-626; Christine Stevenson, Medicine
and Magnificence: British Hospital and Asylum Architecture, 1660–1815 (New Haven and London:
Yale University Press, 2000); Lindy Briggs, The Rational Factory: Architecture, Technology and
Work in America’s Age of Mass Production (Baltimore and London: Johns Hopkins University Press,
1996); Ron Robin, Enclaves of America: The Rhetoric of American Political Architecture Abroad,
1900–1965 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1992). 

21. See also The Archaeology of Reformation, 1480–1580, ed. David Gaimster and Roberta
Gilchrist (Leeds, Eng.: Maney, 2003) for some suggestive examples.

22. Tittler, Architecture and Power, 1.
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Some of these histories owe their inspiration to the work of such figures as
Michel Foucault or Edward Said.23 Others are more obviously indebted to Erwin
Panofsky or Nikolaus Pevsner.24 Still others refer to Clifford Geertz, E. P.
Thompson, Henri Lefebvre, or Edward Saja.25 But quite what each and all of
them are doing with architecture remains unclear. How they conceive buildings
as conveying meaning is often left opaque. Nor should this surprise us. While the
use of images and of art by historians is the subject of a significant literature, the
use of architecture is relatively unexplored from an analytical perspective.26

In the fields of art history and of archaeology, by contrast, the debate about the
interpretation of meaning is both highly significant and highly developed.27

Although there continue to be serious disagreements, the idea that an image or
an object can both convey meaning and be used as historical evidence is axiomat-
ic for many practitioners.28 Art historians have shown that paintings and draw-
ings, photographs and sculpture can illuminate the intentions of the artist, the
patron, and the wider culture in which the artifact is produced.29 Archaeologists
have similarly sought to derive meaning from objects, interpreting intention and
positing communication.30 Increasingly—and interestingly—this analysis also
takes into account responses to these media, showing that there is a history of
reception as well as of production; a history of the gaze as well as of the brush-
stroke.31 More intriguingly still, both art historians and archaeologists have per-
sistent recourse to the metaphors of language and text when discussing their dis-
ciplines. A broad consensus, for example, has emerged that concludes that pho-
tography is language; that a photograph “communicates by means of some hid-
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23. See, especially, Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison, transl. Alan
Sheridan (London: Penguin, 1979). Mark Crinson’s critical engagement with Said can be found in
his Empire Building: Orientalism and Victorian Architecture (London and New York: Routledge,
1996).

24. Erwin Panofsky, Gothic Architecture and Scholasticism (London: Thames and Hudson, 1957);
Nikolaus Pevsner, A History of Building Types (London: Thames and Hudson, 1976). 

25. Vale, The Princely Court, draws directly on Geertz. Weiner, Architecture and Social Reform,
uses Thompson’s concept of architecture as theater. Eve Blau, The Architecture of Red Vienna,
1919–1934 (Cambridge, Mass. and London: MIT Press, 1999) discusses both Lefebvre and Saja. 

26. An interesting exception to this is Architecture and the Sites of History: Interpretations of
Buildings and Cities, ed. Iain Borden and David Dunster (Oxford: Butterworth Architecture, 1995).

27. On the relationship among the three disciplines, see Alina A. Payne, “Architectural History
and the History of Art,” Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 58 (1999), 292-299. 

28. A good general summary can be found in Peter Burke, Eyewitnessing: The Uses of Images as
Historical Evidence (London: Reaktion, 2001). 

29. Pioneering works in this tradition include Michael Baxandall, Painting and Experience in
Fifteenth-Century Italy (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1972) and, very differently, Francis
Haskell, Painters and Patrons: Art and Society in Baroque Italy (New Haven and London: Yale
University Press, 1980). 

30. Archaeology: The Widening Debate, ed. Barry W. Cunliffe, Wendy Davies, and Colin Renfrew
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002). On the use of images and artifacts in ancient history—and
the dangers of an under-theorized approach—see R. R. R. Smith, “The Use of Images: Visual History
and Ancient History,” in Classics in Progress: Essays on Ancient Greece and Rome, ed. T. P.
Wiseman (Oxford: Oxford University Press for the British Academy, 2002), 59-102, esp. 59.

31. Particularly useful on this are: Roland Barthes, Camera Lucida: Reflections on Photography,
transl. Richard Howard (London: Vintage, 2000); Michael Baxandall, Patterns of Intention: On the
Historical Explanation of Pictures (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1985); David
Freedburg, The Power of Images: Studies in the History and Theory of Response (Chicago and
London: University of Chicago Press, 1989).
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den, or implicit, text.”32 So too art historians have produced a “feminist reading”
of Impressionism, have advocated “reading the messages” of Celtic art, and have
practiced “Reading Medieval Images.”33 Equally, archaeology can be under-
stood—in Ian Hodder’s words—as a process of “reading the past.”34 In that
respect both art history and archaeology share a similar understanding of mean-
ing, an approach to interpretation that is comparable to that of conventional
architectural history.35

Nonetheless, there are good reasons for thinking that the models offered by
these two disciplines are not strictly pertinent to the study of architecture. The
differences in subject and in sources suggest that a different approach is neces-
sary. In relation to art history, in particular, it needs to be borne in mind that
although architecture is an art it is also more than an art.36 Architecture, unlike
many arts, exists in three dimensions.37 Architecture, unlike most arts, is not pri-
marily representational.38 Architecture, unlike all other arts, serves a functional
as well as an aesthetic role.39 The architect Louis Kahn once commented that
while a painter can paint square wheels on a cannon to express the futility of war,
and a sculptor can carve the same square wheels, an architect must always use
round wheels.40 Although he was making a polemical point, his aphorism does
hold true: a building must not just look good; it must also serve a purpose. It must
house or contain, protect and sustain. Architecture thus serves a dual role. It is,
as Ralph Rapson once commented, “both a fine art and a highly precise social
and physical science.”41 As such, the tools of art history may not on their own be
the most appropriate ones for historians of architecture to use. 

The insights of archaeologists can also be problematic, despite the superficial
similarity of their subject. True, they often explore the built environment. It is true,
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32. Allan Sekula, “On the Invention of Photographic Meaning,” in Photography in Print, ed. Vicki
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33. Norma Broude, Impressionism: A Feminist Reading (New York: Westview Press, 1997);
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1996); Reading Medieval Images: The Art Historian and the Object, ed. Elizabeth Sears and Thelma
K. Thomas (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2002). 

34. Ian Hodder, Reading the Past: Current Approaches to Interpretation in Archaeology, 2nd ed.
(Cambridge, Eng.: Cambridge University Press, 1991), and Ian Hodder and Scott Hutton, Reading
the Past: Current Approaches to Interpretation in Archaeology, 3rd ed. (Cambridge, Eng.:
Cambridge University Press, 2003), 167-169, 204, 245-246.

35. See also R. A. Joyce, Languages of Archaeology (Oxford: Blackwell, 2000). For a skeptical
engagement with this theme, see Victor A. Buchli, “Interpreting Material Culture: The Problem with
Text,” in Interpreting Archaeology: Finding Meaning in the Past, ed. Ian Hodder et al. (London and
New York: Routledge, 1995), 181-193.

36. Roger Scruton, “Architectural Principles in an Age of Nihilism,” in What is Architecture?, ed.
Andrew Ballantyne (London and New York: Routledge, 2002), 59.

37. Nikolaus Pevsner, An Outline of European Architecture (London: John Murray, 1948), xix.
38. Nelson Goodman, “How Buildings Mean,” in Nelson Goodman and Catherine Z. Elgin,

Reconceptions in Philosophy and Other Arts and Sciences (London: Routledge, 1988), 32. 
39. Ivan Gaskell, “Visual History,” in New Perspectives on Historical Writing, ed. Peter Burke

(University Park, PA: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2001), 191.
40. Paul Heyer, Architects on Architecture: New Directions in America (London: Allen Lane,

1967), 149.
41. Ralph Rapson, quoted in Heyer, Architects on Architecture, 57.
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too, that any such analysis will necessarily take account of both its functional and
symbolic qualities. Archaeologists also stress the need to assess the way in which
a building relates to its environment, to neighboring buildings, and to the land-
scape.42 But the difference between the study of architecture in the historic and
prehistoric worlds is significant—and becomes more so throughout time. Put
plainly, the range of evidence available to historians is simply far greater—and not
only because they usually deal with buildings that are extant.43 More importantly,
architectural historians of the modern world can also draw on a wide variety of
non-material evidence. This may include specific knowledge about the architect,
patron, and purpose of the building. It may also include its reception and interpre-
tation—both by contemporaries and by subsequent critics.44 Architectural histori-
ans are also often as interested in the plan, the brief, the representation of a build-
ing in pictures, photographs, and maps, as they are in the building itself.45

Moreover, architectural history encompasses things that were not built—and were
never meant to be;46 things that were not built—but were intended to be;47 and the
theory of architecture more generally.48 These aspects of architectural history tran-
scend the purely archaeological. They also raise serious methodological problems.

But if neither art history nor archaeology offers a clear way forward, what
does? It is clear that there is a problem here, and the solution seems opaque at
best. Pace John Gloag, it is simply not the case that “Buildings cannot lie,” or
that “they tell the truth directly or by implication about those who made or used
them,” much less that “architecture is a living language that may be understood
without acquiring a lot of detailed technical knowledge.”49 Not only is this unhis-
torical, it also ignores the wide variety of media and genres with which the archi-
tectural historian is presented. Given this, it is perhaps unsurprising that many
writers have chosen to ignore the methodological issues that arise from their sub-
ject. Nor is it remarkable that other authors have begun to have doubts about it
in principle. George Bernard, for example, has questioned whether the buildings
of Tudor England possess anything more than purely aesthetic meaning. “Was in
the end architecture not simply more about architecture . . . than it was about
power or politics or anything else?” he asks.50 Kevin Johnston and Nancy Gonlin
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42. Hodder et al., Interpreting Architecture, includes useful surveys of this, especially in part 2.
43. Although see (among others) Simon Thurley, The Lost Buildings of England (London: Viking,

2004).
44. For example, J. Mordaunt Crook, The Architect’s Secret: Victorian Critics and the Image of

Gravity (London: John Murray, 2003).
45. An interesting example of the genre can be found in Zeynep Çelik, “Framing the Colony:

Houses of Algeria Photographed,” Art History 27:4 (2004), 616-626. More conventionally, see Gavin
Stamp, The Great Perspectivists (London: Trefoil, 1982) and The Changing Metropolis: Earliest
Photographs of London, 1839–79 (Harmondsworth: Viking, 1984).

46. Robert Harbison, The Built, the Unbuilt, and the Unbuildable: In Pursuit of Architectural
Meaning (London: Thames and Hudson, 1991).

47. Howard Colvin, Unbuilt Oxford (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1983).
48. Reyner Banham, Theory and Design in the First Machine Age [1960] (Oxford: Architectural

Press, 1996).
49. John Gloag, The Architectural Interpretation of History (London: A & C Black, 1975), 1-2.
50. G. W. Bernard, “Architecture and Politics in Tudor England,” in G. W. Bernard, Power and

Politics in Tudor England (Aldershot, Eng.: Ashgate, 2000), 187. See also Theodore K. Rabb, “Play
Not Politics: Who Really Understood the Symbolism of Renaissance Art?,” Times Literary
Supplement 10 (November 1995), 18-20.
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have posed the same problem in their study of Mayan commoner residences.
While conceding that buildings can convey meaning, they nonetheless doubt that
current research has truly uncovered precisely what that meaning is. “We must
ask ourselves,” they write, “whose meanings do such studies retrieve, and how
representative are such meanings of . . . society as a whole?”51 It is an important
problem—and it raises many questions. How should the historian respond to it?
Even if architecture does convey meaning, can a historian ever really uncover it?
What is needed is a securely theorized approach.

III

One strategy might be to return to the origins of architectural history, to explore
how previous writers have sought to answer these questions. Although books on
architectural practice have proliferated throughout the ages—from Vitruvius to
Palladio and from Serlio to Gilbert Scott—the history of architecture really only
became a subject of study in the eighteenth century.52 It grew, rather unself-con-
sciously, out of antiquarianism, and the assumptions made by eighteenth-century
antiquarians have remained remarkably influential throughout the evolution of
the discipline. For writers like John Carter and John Britton, writing in the 1780s
and 1810s, architectural style was presumed to be indicative of social and intel-
lectual development.53 It was also strongly linked to national culture. Conse-
quently, for many eighteenth-century Englishmen, Gothic architecture was syn-
onymous with native liberty: the translation of such quintessentially English val-
ues as “plain speaking, plain food, sincerity and frankness” into an architectural
idiom.54 Similarly, historians like Edward Gibbon saw the “decline” of the arts
and of architecture as expressive of the corruption of the Roman Empire.55

Perhaps the most important figure in the development of architectural history of
this period was Johann Joachim Winckelmann.56 For although his focus was not
strictly architectural, he was nonetheless hugely influential.57 In his Geschichte
der Kunst des Alterthums (1763) Winckelmann argued that climate and culture,
politics and intellectual life, all shaped the art of a period. Or, in other words, it
could be shown that a piece of art was a good index of the spirit of the time in
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52. David Watkin, The Rise of Architectural History (Chicago and London: University of Chicago
Press, 1980). See also Bruce Allsopp, The Study of Architectural History (London: Studio Vista,
1970).
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(London: Hambledon and London, 2004), 264.
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(London: Penguin, 1994), I, 397.
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which it was produced.58 This presupposition was to become a core principle of
much subsequent writing. As Arnold Hauser put it, with only a little exaggeration:
“Every important historian of art since Winckelmann has . . . seen in art a mirror
of the spiritual evolution of the peoples, and has sought to solve the central prob-
lems of art history by way of a comprehensive vision.”59 Winckelmann’s insights
about art were soon applied to the history of architecture. His insights, and those
of his antiquarian contemporaries, were to shape the subject irrevocably.

Above all else, it is clear that Winckelmann was of central importance to
Hegel—whose influence on nineteenth- and twentieth-century architectural his-
tory is undeniable.60 Hegel took Winckelmann’s intuition and transformed it into
a clear relationship between art and the Zeitgeist. Moreover, while Winckelmann
dealt only with sculpture, Hegel gave an account of all the arts, including archi-
tecture.61 For Hegel, architecture was an imperfect art. Precisely because it
served two purposes—both practical and aesthetic—it could never truly embody
the Spirit. Its very materiality meant it could not be a truly spiritual art.62

Nonetheless, a generally Hegelian reading of architecture remained highly influ-
ential in the following two centuries. Arguably, all the major figures of modern
art and architectural history were building on broadly Hegelian foundations.63

Jacob Burckhardt is a case in point. Although he differed from Hegel in many
respects, he shared a similar understanding of the role required of the art histori-
an, writing to Kinkel in 1847: “Conceive your task as follows: How does the
spirit of the fifteenth century express itself in painting?”64 Others soon followed
his advice. Indeed, as Michael Ann Holly noted in 1984, “Despite art history’s
many diverse areas of research during the last 100 years, there remains some-
thing of the Hegelian epistemology in the work of every art historian.”65 The
same is arguably true for their architectural colleagues.66

This does not mean, of course, that all art or architectural historians became
outright Hegelians, even though there is a Hegelian ring about much that they
wrote. Heinrich Wölfflin’s confident assertion that “Different times give birth to
different art. Epoch and race interact” does derive much its of inspiration from
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Hegel,67 while Alois Riegl’s belief that art was dependent upon “the period, the
race, the whole artistic personality” shows a similar family resemblance.68 But
these writers were also intrigued by other approaches to architectural history.
Riegl, indeed, was fiercely opposed to Hegelian metaphysics,69 while Wölfflin,
as Joan Hart has shown, owed as much to Kant as he did to Hegel.70 Drawing on
the insights of the Critique of Judgment, and influenced by Wilhelm Dilthey,
Wölfflin sought a more psychologically satisfying explanation for artistic devel-
opment. Style, he concluded, was the “expression of a temper of an age and a
nation as well as the expression of the individual temperament.”71 Thus the shift
between Renaissance and Baroque styles in architecture, for example, could be
seen as the product of different psychological states in the cultures that produced
them.72 Similarly Riegl argued that developments in late-Roman art could be
explained by reference to changes in contemporary thought, while the twentieth-
century fascination with ancient monuments might be understood as a response
to the pressures of modernity.73

It was a compelling thesis—and one that became highly influential. “As an art
historian I am a disciple of Heinrich Wölfflin,” wrote Sigfried Giedion in the late
1940s. Through him, he continued, “we, his pupils, learned to grasp the spirit of
an epoch.”74 In this, he spoke for many. Nikolaus Pevsner, for one, was the nat-
ural heir to this tradition.75 “There is the spirit of the age,” Pevsner declared, “and
there is national character. The existence of neither can be denied, however
averse one may be to be generalizations.”76 Equally, Erwin Panofsky presup-
posed an essential unity within each historical period: a spirit that would be
expressed “in such overtly disparate phenomena as the arts, literature, philoso-
phy, social and political currents, religious movements, etc.”77 Thus Panofsky
attempted to show that “there exists between Gothic architecture and
Scholasticism a palpable and hardly accidental concurrence in the purely factual
domain of time and place,” a concurrence that came about because of the “men-
tal habit” of Scholastic philosophy.78 Likewise, Pevsner maintained that, “The
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Gothic style was not created because somebody invented rib-vaulting. . . . The
modern movement did not come into being because steel-frame and reinforced
concrete construction had been worked out,” he continued, “They were worked
out because a new spirit required them.”79 Pevsner saw Mannerism as the expres-
sion of Counter-Reformation spirituality; the Baroque as a product of growing
secularization;80 and Modernism as a recognition of the realities of the “machine
age.”81 Giedion again sums up the argument well. “However much a period may
try to disguise itself,” he wrote, “its real nature will still show through in its
architecture.”82 Buildings conveyed meaning, then, and what they meant was the
spirit of the age in which they were constructed.83

It might be objected that this tradition was exclusively German. Certainly, it
was in Germany that architectural history was first professionalized, and in
Germany that the most systematic attempt was made to theorize the discipline.
But from the mid-nineteenth century onward, both Britain and France also saw
the development of a subject governed by a common set of assumptions. British
authors such as John Ruskin and James Fergusson, and French architects such as
Eugene Viollet-le-Duc and Auguste Choisy, also shared a sense that a period and
a culture expressed itself through its buildings. For Ruskin, architecture was an
index of a society’s moral quality: the Stones of Venice illustrates the corruption
of the city as revealed in its built environment.84 For Choisy, the realities of cli-
mate, resources, way of life, and technological skill drove the forms and styles
of building throughout history.85 True, these authors rarely expressed an explicit
debt to either Hegel or Kant. Ruskin owed his Romanticism as much to Walter
Scott as to German philosophy,86 while Fergusson and Viollet-le-Duc were
increasingly influenced by the racist ethnography of de Gobineau.87 But their
endeavors shared a similar inspiration—and it was one that was perpetuated into
the twentieth century. Choisy was followed by Thomas Graham Jackson and
Reginald Blomfield; John Summerson and J. M. Richards followed them.88

Jackson understood Gothic as a style created by the “restless temper of the mod-
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ern world.”89 Summerson saw Georgian architecture as authentically English and
the International Modern Style as an emanation of the Zeitgeist.90 Richards, writ-
ing in 1956, sums up their position well: “countries . . . have their own different
temperaments and ideals. . . . They also have a past, and the national culture of
which their modern architecture is part is not separable from its roots.”91 As this
suggests, even apparently amateur architectural historians outside Germany
believed that buildings embodied ideas, identities, and the spirit of the age.

By the mid-twentieth century, then, it was widely accepted and clearly estab-
lished that architecture possessed meaning, and that it was expressive both of the
Zeitgeist and of the culture that produced it. Naturally, there remained critics of
this approach. From a broadly Kantian perspective, Ernst Gombrich set out to
overturn what he saw as the corrupting influence of Hegelian thought on the his-
tory of art and architecture.92 He argued that writers such as Panofsky projected
their interpretation of history onto works of art rather than reading meanings
from them. “I do not believe,” he declared, “that Mannerism was an expression
of a psychological crisis . . . I do not believe in the spirit of the age . . . I do not
believe like Hegel that the Absolute Spirit created Rococo.”93 At the same time,
the professionalization of architectural history outside Germany tended to lead to
a more formalist approach, which discounted or downplayed the link between
buildings and wider society.94 The rise of a documentary history of architecture,
pioneered by Howard Colvin in the postwar period, also challenged more meta-
physical or idealist explanations.95 But the idea that architecture conveyed social,
intellectual, and political meaning did not go away. A steady stream of publica-
tions in the last thirty years has argued that Elizabethan architects sought to
evoke an ideal of chivalry in their buildings, and that the late-nineteenth-century
“Queen Anne” Revival was the expression of middle-class identity;96 that the
villa form has consistently been used by similar social groups;97 and that the clas-
sical orders represent an attempt to formulate a people’s relationship to the numi-
nous.98 And there are numerous other examples. They differ in approach and in
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argument, but they agree on the rhetorical, metaphorical, and symbolic function
of architecture.

Questions nonetheless remain. How can historians be sure that they are accu-
rately interpreting their subject? How can they avoid falling into the trap identi-
fied by Gombrich: approaching a medieval building with the “a priori conviction
that the Gothic style is a necessary result of feudalism or of scholasticism,” pro-
jecting meaning onto architecture rather than seeking to encompass its true
meaning?99 For many nineteenth- and twentieth-century writers the answer lay in
a linguistic analogy. Each style of architecture, they argued, was analogous to a
language: the historian should thus become fluent in that language and read the
message it revealed.100 As Louis Sullivan argued in 1906, architecture is “a great
and superb language wherewith Man has expressed, through the generations, the
changing drift of his thoughts.”101 In this assertion, he drew on Ruskin, who
declared that “The architecture of a nation is great only when it is as universal
and as established as its language,”102 and foreshadowed Richards, who main-
tained that “architects have to-day to go back . . . and pick up the threads of a
common architectural language.”103 Even in the late-1990s, some historians were
making elaborate claims for the “timeless language” of “traditional architec-
ture.”104

From the 1960s onward, this linguistic analogy was pursued to its limit by an
influential group of structuralist writers. Looking not to Hegelian aesthetics, neo-
Kantian hermeneutics, or antiquarian empiricism, but to Saussurean linguistics,
a group of writers attempted to import a structuralist methodology into architec-
tural history.105 This was a highly original move—albeit one that drew on the
example of social anthropology—and it soon proved remarkably popular, not
least because it seemed to solve the problem of interpreting architectural mean-
ing by setting that process on an apparently “scientific” basis.106 The structural-
ist approach to architectural history was based upon the assumption that archi-
tecture was a “sign-system,” a means of communication that was analogous to
verbal or written language.107 This was not, of course, a new idea. Not only had
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the metaphor been used repeatedly before, but in the 1930s Jan Mukarovsky had
suggested that architecture was best understood as a linguistic code.108 In the late
1960s and 1970s, however, this analysis was pushed to new limits. What had pre-
viously been understood in purely metaphorical terms came to be approached lit-
erally. The “language” and “grammar” of architecture were reified to become the
fundamental means by which architects communicated.109 Thus, for Charles
Jencks, architecture possessed syntax, semantics, and the capacity for metaphor.
The “units of buildings”—the doors and windows, the columns and partitions—
were even, in his analysis, best seen as “words.”110 So too, Donald Preziosi was
moved to argue that “the built environment is a system of relationships among
signs (not among forms or materials per se).”111 Although, like most writers, he
was not willing to follow Jencks’s literal view of architectural language, he
nonetheless argued that the methods of linguistic analysis lent themselves natu-
rally to architectural history. 

Ostensibly, structuralism offered real benefits. It avoided the naïve determin-
ism and problematic positivism of many architectural historians. It retained a
sense that architecture functioned as a system of communication, that it pos-
sessed meaning. It did not stress the genius of the architect or the autonomy of
the artistic tradition. Yet it soon became clear that the structuralist approach to
architectural analysis was unsatisfactory.112 In the first place, the analogy
between architecture and linguistics was highly problematic. If architecture truly
were a language, we would be able to understand every building in the same way
that we understand a written text. That is clearly not the case. Although one
might concede that architecture is capable of bearing meaning, it evidently does
not do so in the way that a verbal or written language does. Something else is
happening, something that the adoption of terms derived from linguistics cannot
in itself explain.113 Moreover, in Henri Lefebvre’s words, semiotic analysis was
incapable of answering the question “do sets of non-verbal signs and symbols . . .
fall into the same category as verbal sets, or are they irreducible to them?”114 If the
latter, then semiotics is clearly not the solution. In the second place, structural-
ists tended to ignore the multidimensionality of architecture: “reading” the
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façade or the plan, rather than investigating how a building was experienced or
how it influenced the behavior of its inhabitants.115 As the satirist Louis Hellman
observed, “Defining architecture in terms of language is inherently limited.” A
structuralist analysis found it hard to take account of the “space, time, form,
atmosphere, texture, colour, and so on” that also comprise the built environ-
ment.116

Perhaps most importantly, the advent of post-structuralist thought challenged
architectural theorists just as much as it affected literary critics.117 In particular—
although it was not phrased in these terms—the 1980s and 1990s saw the death
of the architect. The post-Hegelians had conceived of this figure as an instrument
of the Zeitgeist and their critics had written of the architect as hero. Even struc-
turalist analysts had understood the architect as the author of an architectural
text. By contrast, the post-structuralist approach was really a theory of reception
rather than creation.118 The role of the architect was, as a result, at a discount. In
post-structuralist terms, architecture was best understood “not just as the practice
of a specific form of ‘writing,’ but primarily as an art of ‘reading.’”119 This
approach placed a premium on personal experience. Buildings were no longer
seen as expressions of their architect’s creativity, nor of wider social changes.
“Architecture,” declared Edward Winters, “is not concerned with meanings so
much as it is with significance.”120 By inhabiting buildings, by looking at them,
by experiencing them, it was argued, we give significance to them and read
meanings into them.121 A critical part of this process was the examination of
space, and how the production of space owes as much to those who consume it
as it does to those who create it. In this process, the post-structuralists placed the
multidimensionality of architecture firmly at the forefront of their analysis.
Consequently they appeared to escape the trap of assuming that linguistic meth-
ods of interpretation could be transferred to architecture wholesale. Could space
“be called a text or a message?” asked Henri Lefebvre:

Possibly, but the analogy would serve no particularly useful purpose, and it would make
more sense to speak of texture rather than texts in this connection. Similarly, it is helpful
to think of architectures as “archi-textures,” to treat each monument or building, viewed
in its surroundings and context, in the populated area and associated networks in which it
is set down, as part of a particular production of space.122
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By acknowledging the importance of the user, by stressing the significance of
space, and by emphasizing the ambiguities of architectural meaning, Lefebvre
and his allies offered a highly engaging mode of analysis.

Yet, in many ways, the post-structuralist turn raised as many questions as it
answered. First, there was the issue of authorship. To what extent did the inten-
tions of the architect shape the experiences of the user? Could it ever be said that
this was a process of communication, or that buildings contained essential mean-
ings as a part of their fabric? Equally problematically, the post-structuralists
found themselves unable to abandon linguistic analogies completely. Michel de
Certeau argued that “A spatial story is in its minimal degree a spoken language,
that is, a linguistic system that distributes places insofar as it is articulated by an
‘enunciatory focalization,’ by an act of practicing it.”123 In his Postmodern
Geographies Edward Soja complained that, “we still know too little about the
descriptive grammar and syntax of human geographies, the phonemes and epis-
temes of spatial interpretation.”124 Lefebvre, of course, maintained that any
attempt to use semiotic codes as a means of deciphering social space “must sure-
ly reduce that space itself to the status of a message, and the inhabiting of it to
the status of a reading. This is to evade both history and practice.” Nonetheless,
just a few sentences later even he was claiming that just such a code had existed
in the nineteenth century: a code “which allowed space not only to be ‘read’ but
also to be constructed.”125 The post-structuralists could not escape their linguis-
tic and philosophical training. More importantly still, despite the attractiveness
of their approach, it simply does not answer the question of whether architecture
possesses meaning. On the one hand, they suggested that meaning is imposed by
observers; on the other, they described buildings and space as part of a language
system, with the potential to possess intrinsic meaning. The problem, it seemed,
remained intractable.

IV

Where, then, does this leave the historian? Inevitably, this account of the search
for architectural meaning is just one among many. It must be admitted that in
such a short survey innumerable influential voices have been ignored. Moreover,
the sharp distinctions between these competing schools can be overstated. It is
significant that Charles Jencks’s Language of Post-Modern Architecture, for
example, uses the tools of structuralist rather than post-structuralist analysis. But
even this necessarily limited discussion has raised some critical issues. Two in
particular stand out. In the first place there seems to be common agreement that
architecture does convey meaning. In the second, there is broad agreement that
an architectural historian can—and should—seek to interpret this meaning. In
general, nonetheless, the means by which this is done remains much less well
defined. Common to almost all approaches is the metaphor of reading, whether
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strictly applied (as with structuralism) or broadly conceived (as in the case of
much nineteenth-century writing). In the remainder of this essay, I hope to show
that this analogy with reading is inapposite, and that although other metaphors of
interpretation might reasonably be adopted, that of transposition is in fact the
most appropriate.126

This is not to suggest that buildings cannot be understood as texts.127 The prob-
lem is that buildings are a particular sort of text—one that does not yield readily
to the process of reading. For one thing, the very materiality of architecture dif-
ferentiates it from other types of text. It was for this reason that Lefebvre sug-
gested it might it be useful “to think of architectures as ‘archi-textures.’” At the
same time, too, the fact that buildings are subject to the laws of gravity, the fact
that they have to function as well as to appear, means that they do not possess the
creative freedom of a work of fine art or literature. As Paul Crowther put it, “The
more an art-form’s embodiment is tied to real physical material ordered in terms
of mechanical relations, the less scope it has for being unambiguously ‘about’
something.”128 Although there can be no doubt that architects do aestheticize
even the most apparently functional elements of a building, and that they make
choices as to how to treat drains and roofs as well as columns and pilasters, it
would be foolish to deny that, at base, architecture is a craft, that a building
which does not stand up cannot communicate anything at all.129 Moreover, it is
clearly the case that the means by which a building stands up can only be con-
sidered a form of communication in very particular circumstances.130 Historians
forget the practical imperatives of architecture—and their effect on the buildings
they study—at their peril.131

More strikingly still, architecture is not strictly speaking a representational art.
The work of Nelson Goodman makes this plain. Architectural works, he writes,
unlike sculpture or painting or poetry, “are seldom descriptive or representation-
al. With some interesting exceptions, architectural works do not denote—that is,
do not describe, recount, depict or portray. They mean, if at all, in other ways.”132

And Goodman goes further. “However effectively a glue-factory may typify
glue-making,” he writes, “it exemplifies being a glue-factory literally rather than
metaphorically. A building may express fluidity or frivolity or fervour; but to
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express being a glue-factory it would have to be something else, say a toothpick
plant.”133 Goodman’s point rests upon a very fine distinction between represen-
tation and expression, but it is important. While parts of the building may indeed
be representational, it is exceptionally rare for the building as a whole to be noth-
ing more than a representation of something else. True, the ornaments of the
building—its orders, its sculptural decoration, and so on—may well make refer-
ence to people, to concepts, or to beliefs.134 The stone drapery on convent build-
ings in early-modern Naples (intended, by metonymy, to stand for the bodies of
the nuns the walls enclosed),135 and the use of forked sticks and colored spots in
Batammaliba homesteads (intended, symbolically, to articulate important theo-
logical ideas) share this common function.136 Equally, one building may be
intended to refer to another, as Lord Burlington’s house at Chiswick was meant
to inspire association with Palladio’s Villa Rotonda in Vicenza.137 Even the plan
of a building can have a representational role.138 In Claude-Nicolas Ledoux’s
utopian town plan of Chaux, his Oikéma, or temple of sexual instruction, was
given a shape resembling an erect phallus.139 These elements, though, form just
a part of a building. The building itself is something more: more than the sum
total of parts, more than a collection of its representations. In the end, it express-
es itself more than it represents anything else.

The study of architecture, moreover, is about more than just the study of a sin-
gle building. An architectural historian may also investigate the process of
design, of construction, and of use. The evolution of a building from conception
to habitation occurs in a number of overlapping stages. In the first place, histori-
ans need to investigate the architect or architects of the building. Naturally, this
is not always possible. For antique or medieval buildings, the architect is often
unknown.140 Even in more modern examples, surprisingly little is known about
the designer, the builder, or their collaborators.141 Nonetheless, knowledge about
a designer undeniably sheds light on the design: it may explain a particular fea-
ture, or situate the structures within a particular set of artistic traditions. At the
same time, too, it must be remembered that an architect does not work on his or
her own: he or she may rely on draftsmen or masons or engineers. The impact of
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Christopher Wren’s draftsmen on his work is well known.142 The relationship
between Victorian architects and their craftsmen was similarly seminal.143 To
study one without the other would seriously distort an understanding of both.144

An architect also will have to respond to the demands of a client or clients.145

This may mean making radical changes to their original proposal, as the
redesigned Divinity School in Oxford (c. 1420–1490), reworked Foreign Office
in London (1861–1868), and battle over the rebuilding of the World Trade Center
in New York (2004–) all demonstrate.146 Even once the building is erected, its
purpose may change as its inhabitants and their needs change.147 Hagia Sophia,
once an embodiment of Byzantine Orthodoxy, became an expression of Ottoman
Islam, and is now a symbol of Turkish national pride.148

As this suggests, the way in which a building is interpreted will also change
through time and among cultures. Just as early Western observers had great dif-
ficulty seeing Ottoman architecture as anything more than a decadent mixture of
Persian, Byzantine, and other styles, so contemporary historians have differed in
their interpretation of modernism, their understanding of particular buildings
being critically shaped by their own preconceptions.149 This means that histori-
ans need to study buildings within their context, examining how they relate both
to their immediate environment and to their wider culture.150 As Richard Morris
has shown, it is impossible to make sense of church buildings without situating
them within their landscape.151 Similarly, Kathleen Curran has demonstrated that
the German, American, and English Romanesque Revivals of the nineteenth cen-
tury can only really be understood with reference to a common search for appro-
priately Protestant architecture.152 This insight also means that historians must
explore how architecture is interpreted by its users and viewers. Architectural
description—both verbal and visual—will consequently be of immense impor-
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tance. John Evelyn’s assessment of the incipient English baroque, and Villard de
Honnecourt’s depiction of Gothic architecture in the thirteenth century, each give
the historian an idea of how buildings were received by contemporaries.153 So
too, the ways in which architecture is represented visually—in paintings, draw-
ings, plans, and prints—will yield insights into how a building was interpreted.154

Architectural history thus deals not only with buildings, but also with those
who built them, those who use(d) them, and those who sought or seek to under-
stand them. It is also concerned with the process of designing and executing
plans, with plans that are not carried out, and with the reception of the building,
both at the time it was built and thereafter. This diversity of focus, more than any-
thing else, is why the analogy between language and architecture does not hold.
The multidimensionality of buildings, their functionality, the variety of process-
es and people involved in their construction and interpretation: all of these fac-
tors distance architecture from verbal or visual texts. Although the study of texts
and images might well involve a similar set of questions, the range of issues
raised by architecture requires another approach. I wish to claim that more than
anything this is about translation: about the way in which an initial concept is
translated from idea to plan, from plan to drawing, from drawing to building,
from building to use, and from use to interpretation by users and viewers.155 Just
like translation, too, this process can only be understood in its context.156

This is not, of course, the first time that such a comparison has been made.
Lefebvre, for one, wrote about deciphering or decoding spaces.157 Goodman
described a sculptor undertaking “a subtle and intricate problem of transla-
tion.”158 To some extent, too, Roman Jakobson’s short essay “On Linguistic
Aspects of Translation” offers a helpful way forward for architectural analysis.
Jakobson argued that there are three different types of translation: intralingual
translation, or rewording; interlingual translation, or translation proper; and
intersemiotic translation, or transmutation. In the first case, verbal signs are inter-
preted by signs of the same language; in the second, verbal signs are interpreted
by signs of a different verbal language; and in the third—in intersemiotic trans-
mutation—verbal signs are interpreted by means of non-verbal sign systems.159

This is what occurs when artists seek to represent an event or an idea in paint or
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in sculpture. They transmute one message into another medium. It is an impor-
tant point, and one that highlights the different sorts of texts with which archi-
tectural historians must contend: verbal, visual, and plastic. Unfortunately,
Jakobson did not develop this insight, much less explore its implications for
architecture. He also failed to explore quite what this transmutation would do to
the message being translated. Would the process change it? Or—as Jakobson
seems to imply elsewhere—would the message remain immutable? 

A clearer model is offered by another literary theorist: Jakobson’s “binary
‘other half,’” Mikhail Bakhtin.160 Like Jakobson, Bakhtin was not of course pri-
marily concerned with the visual or the architectural, although he did recognize
that his work might have an application in those areas.161 Perhaps surprisingly,
nonetheless two elements of his analysis are strikingly relevant to architectural
history. Bakhtin argued that different genres embody differing ways of under-
standing reality, that each genre is—as Caryl Emerson puts it—“a category of
consciousness.”162 Thus, even before a story is written, the author, adopting the
conventions of the genre, will make an assumption about the workings of time
and space within that genre, about the logic within which the narrative will have
to operate. This will determine the perspective from which the story is told, its
structure and form, and the behavior of the characters within it. Where this
becomes interesting is when a story is taken from one genre and transposed into
another. There the logic will be different—sometimes radically so. As a result,
the story itself will be changed. Each genre will reshape the perspective from
which the story is told, the logic of the narrative, and the behavior of the charac-
ters within it.163 At the same time, Bakhtin was aware that how each narrative is
understood is critically dependent on who tells it, to whom, and in what envi-
ronment. “The text—practiced, written, or orally recorded,” he wrote, “is not
equal to the work as a whole. . . . The work also includes its necessary extratex-
tual context.”164 In some senses, a text is remade by each re-reading. This does
not mean, as in deconstruction, that the author is dead, or that a theory of recep-
tion alone can suffice to interpret a text. Rather, it means that a historian or crit-
ic must be sensitive to the ways in which a work is transposed by different con-
texts.

How, though, does this relate to architectural history? In two ways: first,
because it provides a mechanism by which buildings evolve from concept to con-
struction to interpretation; and second, because it helps elucidate the relationship
among the architect, the architecture, and their interpreters. If instead of seeing
the distinction among plan, section, elevation, model, and building as one of
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medium, historians were to conceive of it as one of genre, then it would be pos-
sible to explore how transpositions occur at each stage of development. The con-
ventions of representation in a plan and in a drawing are very different. So too
the difference between a plan and a building is great. Yet in any project they are
linked by a series of transpositions. This will shape each artifact, and inevitably
influence the final product of the process: the building itself. Equally, Bakhtin’s
division between the text and the work is highly pertinent. If the historian under-
stands the building (or the plan, or drawing, and so on) as the text, but the
response to it by contemporaries and by other historians as another part of the
work, then it is possible also to trace how each of these different transpositions
make up the work as a whole. This should encourage the historian to investigate
how architecture changes through time, as alterations in use, in taste, and in envi-
ronment transform responses to a building, an architect, or a critic. A post-
Bakhtinian analysis thus recognizes the diversity of genres involved in architec-
tural history and the specific logic of each genre, while acknowledging the rela-
tionship among them. This relationship is maintained through a number of trans-
positions, transpositions that it is the historian’s job to uncover.

In practice this will mean that historians need to go beyond the study of indi-
vidual buildings and parts of individual buildings. If their meaning is truly to be
uncovered we need to explore the evolution of the building, from concept to con-
struction and beyond. This will be done by exploiting every possible piece of evi-
dence: written, pictorial, and material. But rather than imagining that these
sources speak directly to the historian, or are unproblematically related to one
another, due care will be taken to see how the logic of each genre has shaped that
source. The development of perspective, for example, undoubtedly affected the
evolution of architectural drawing. As long ago as 1956 Wolfgang Lotz first sug-
gested that the perspective section and the section with orthogonal projection
were inventions of the Italian Renaissance.165 So too Mario Carpo has shown that
the shift from script to print, and from hand drawing to printing was instrumen-
tal in changing the canons of architectural beauty in the Renaissance.166 More
recently, the architect Frank Gehry has acknowledged that his work would be
impossible without the invention of “smart machines.” Computer-Aided Design
arguably made his Guggenheim Bilbao possible in both practice and in princi-
ple.167 The same point could be made about the development of the plan, or writ-
ten architectural criticism, or the pictorial representation of buildings. Each of
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these genres has its own rules and its own rhetoric. How that affects their
accounts of architecture should be an important part of a historian’s research.

As an idea is transposed from one genre to another, it will undergo repeated
change. Nicholas Hawksmoor’s Easton Neston (c. 1695–1702) was transposed
from drawing, to model, to building, to representation. In the process, it was
changed and reshaped repeatedly. Its representations have also changed. In 1715,
Vitruvius Britannicus stressed its formal, symmetrical, classical propriety. In
2002 Vaughan Hart stressed its baroque, expressive, and esoteric qualities.168

Although they looked like different houses, they were of course, the same: one
building, but transposed several times. There is a continued link among all these
different forms. Indeed, each genre arguably influences the others. The evolution
of a specialized vocabulary, for example, undeniably altered how people under-
stood architecture, and how architects themselves conceived it.169 Equally, as
Gillian Darley has shown, Joseph Gandy’s illustrations of John Soane’s work
both influenced the public’s reception of the work and Soane’s own perception
of it. “It is as if Soane’s architecture had been waiting for someone to translate
[sic] his buildings from pleasing fair copies into continuous narrative—a visual
argument with which to confront a critical world,” she writes.

Gandy’s characteristic high viewpoint and altered perspective achieved a magnification of
space accentuated by the miniaturized figures. He ensured that Soane’s interiors were a
picturesque journey; the succession of brilliantly lit and profoundly dark spaces was, in
his hands, a validation and evocation of Soane’s intentions.170

Yet more than this, as she goes on to make clear, this representation shaped
Soane’s imagination. The transpositions between the built and the pictorial were
mutually reinforcing and mutually fertile. 

It is in the study of these transpositions that meaning can be found in archi-
tecture. A historian can study how architects translate their personal vision into
architecture, just as Theo Van Doesburg sought to transpose the artistic principles
of De Stijl into building.171 Or one might explore how clients embody their val-
ues in building, just as the Soviet Union attempted to create a Socialist Realist
architecture.172 One might even examine the transposition that occurs when a
building’s audience seeks to make sense of it. When Eero Saarinen was com-
missioned to build the TWA terminal in New York, his self-declared aim was to
“express the drama and specialness and excitement of travel.” Yet his audience
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soon understood the building in other terms. They compared it to a bird in flight.
The building had not changed, but its meaning had. It was a shift that Saarinen
accepted pragmatically. “The fact that to some people it looked like a bird in
flight was really coincidental,” he commented. “That was the last thing we ever
thought about. Now, that doesn’t mean that one doesn’t have the right to see it
that way or to explain it to laymen in those terms, especially as laymen are usu-
ally more literally than visually inclined.”173 Saarinen had unwittingly identified
a series of transpositions. His conception was transposed into a building, and the
building itself was transposed into criticism. At each stage, the conventions of
the genre had shaped the response. Thus, Saarinen, with his modernist aesthetic
and belief that architecture could inspire emotion, had hoped to express the
drama of flying. His audience, by contrast, using a non-architectural rhetoric, had
responded more literally, and seen a bird rather than flight. With his willingness
to explain the building in precisely those terms, Saarinen even seems to be trans-
posing meaning himself.

The interpretation of these transpositions is, of course, highly complex and far
from straightforward. It requires the historian to develop a sophisticated under-
standing of each genre—of its rules and rhetoric, its potential to enlighten and to
deceive. This will particularly be the case when dealing with written accounts.
For here the transposition is between the visual or material and the verbal. It is a
serious intersemiotic leap—and one that can be problematic. What, for example,
is one to make of Giuseppe Terragni, the twentieth-century Italian architect, who
“made a practice of supplying lengthy theoretical justifications for his buildings,
in which designs apparently without meaning were associated with the correct
political rhetoric”?174 He described his Casa del Fascio in Como as an exempli-
fication of Fascist ideals. Yet subsequent writers have seen it as an apolitical
building, expressing nothing more than his commitment to a Rationalist aesthet-
ic. For some, the Casa is an archetype of dehumanizing modernism; for others it
is evidence of Terragni’s wilful narcissism.175 Each of these views is the result of
different transpositions. As the Casa is transposed from client’s brief to archi-
tect’s proposal, from the history of modernism to the history of Fascism, so its
meaning changes. The logic and the rhetoric of each genre will shape and
reshape the discourse. As this suggests, the context of these transpositions is crit-
ical. Seeking to sell the design to his clients, Terragni argued that it exemplified
Mussolini’s dictum that “Fascism is a glass house.” Attempting to defend a pio-
neering building, his admirers sought to isolate him from the politics of the peri-
od, claiming that he was apolitical. Later historians, by contrast, used the Casa
del Fascio as evidence of Italian Fascism’s ambiguities and contradictions. In
that respect, they have separated the text—the building—from the work. The
work includes all these transpositions, all these contexts, all these different mean-
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ings. Rather than attempting to identify which is the “correct” understanding, it
seems more reasonable to acknowledge this variety of meanings. A true inter-
pretation of the building will take all these different versions—all these different
translations—into account.

Architecture, then, does not convey meaning: it conveys meanings. The histo-
rian’s role is to uncover them. Buildings are not simply texts, and architectural
history is not simply a process of reading them.176 Rather, researchers need to
undertake a delicate process of translation. Adapting Bakhtin’s analysis, we can
tentatively propose two conclusions. The first is that the evolution of architecture
from the initial idea to its interpretation by historians and other critics can be
likened to a series of transpositions. At each stage, the logic of the genre will
shape and reshape it. The second is that the totality of these transpositions makes
up the work of architecture: not an artifact that can be simply described, but a
multifaceted construct capable of multiple interpretations. It is perhaps a com-
plex conclusion, but acknowledging complexity is the only proper response to a
complex problem.177 As Eco argued, we do commonly experience architecture as
communication, even while recognizing its functionality. The message, howev-
er, changes when we experience architecture as a plan, as a picture, in text, or as
structure. In everyday life, and as historians, we are continually translating archi-
tecture. 
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